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Abstract. We present our recent work on recommending personalized
news articles to users based on implicit collected feedback and large
scale semantic datasets. Our personalized recommendation application
SERUM exploits the fact that semantically linked and structured infor-
mation becomes more and more available driven by a strong research
community. Our solution combines these semantic, encyclopedic knowl-
edge sources with a large news article dataset and collected implicit user
feedback using an RDFa based Web application. In a first step, we com-
pute semantically related entities of interest, such as similar artists or
genres, based on a user behavior model using graph-based algorithms. In
a second step, we utilize these interest entities for computing news arti-
cle recommendations. An RDFa schema has been designed that enables
standard annotations in any XHTML Web-page, thus making structured
data available for the adaptation process, but also for any service or tool
that supports the RDFa standard.
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1 Introduction

Consuming information on the Internet becomes harder and harder as the num-
ber of information sources explodes. Several services, commercial or science
based, try to support users in finding the right information. In our system,
SERUM (Semantic Recommendations based on large unstructured datasets), we
incorporate semantic information on the clients side, namely RDFa, to learn and
understand a users interest in news topics to better recommend news matching
the users interest. Our proposed news system supports users in finding interest-
ing and up-to-date news articles about their favorite topics. The knowledge base
of the recommender system is a dataset obtained from Freebase1 consisting of
≈ 400,000 artists, ≈ 4,600,000 tracks and albums, and ≈ 2,000 genres, connected
by ≈ 1,5 million edges. This information is linked to a news corpus, provided by

1 http://www.freebase.com
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Neofonie GmbH, currently containing 7,200,000 news articles with 40,000 arti-
cles added on average each day. Both datasets are linked together by extracting
entities from news articles using named entity recognition methods. The rec-
ognized entities are then linked to the music dataset (retrieved from Freebase)
building a large knowledge graph, modeled as an ontology. Recommendations
are computed in a user-centric way combining a user model, obtained from the
tracked user behavior, with the knowledge graph.

2 User Behavior and Personalization

SERUM is a web-based application where users can log in and read news from
different news sources. While reading, we implicitly collect the users reading
behavior to deduce interest in topics or entities. In the current system we focus
on four behavior tracking use cases: (1) User clicks on an article: The news and
all related entities are marked as interesting. (2) User clicks on an article in a list:
The clicked article and all related entities are marked as interesting for the user,
while all other surrounding articles are marked as not that interesting. (3) User
clicks on recognized entities in an article and (4) triggered mouse-over events:
Entities clicked by the user or marked by the mouse pointer are given a higher
interest rating.
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Fig. 1. UBO: User Behavior Ontology - A ontology for user behavior collection

This (implicit and explicit) user feedback is collected using an RDFa based
tracker incorporated in a web-application. The data is stored on the server side in
a self-developed User Behavior Ontology (UBO) called the user behavior graph,
see Fig. 1. This user behavior ontology contains all events relevant for describing
the user behavior such as user clicks or mouse-over events. Events, triggered by
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the user (e.g. clicks) are linked to news articles and named entities (e.g. artists
in the news article) the user interacted with. Based on a statistic analysis the
user behavior events are aggregated to identify named entities (e.g. musicians
and genres) the user is interested in. In this step, we deploy domain knowledge
to enrich potentially relevant named entities in order prevent sparsity problems.
Thus, musician recognized to be interesting to the user are expanded by data
about produced albums and collaborating artists, computing strongly related
entities in the domain ontology.

The named entities computed to be interesting to the user are used as input
for a graph based news-article recommender. The article recommendation strat-
egy is based on the recentness of the news as well as the correlation of computed
interests and their occurrence in the news. The recommendation algorithm is
explained in detail in [1].

3 Conclusions

In our demo, we will show, that the usage of semantic information on both ends
of the SERUM system, RDFa on the client side and Linked Open Data on the
backend, improve the recommendation quality and user satisfaction. The use
of linked data allows us to extend the system’s knowledge about a user. For
example, if the user only entered “Madonna” as an interest, we can add genre
information (e.g. pop) and about collaborations with other artists. Therefore, we
need significantly less information about the music taste of the user to be able
to recommend appropriate news. The collection of user behavior using RDFa
allows tracking not only information the user directly interacted with but also
information that is related to an interaction. Thus we have more information
about the user and can compute more precise interests.

4 Technical Requirements

The demonstration will be performed on a laptop computer. We will provide our
own computing equipment. Access to the Internet for Web-based demonstrations
is needed.
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